ARGENTINA
MENDOZA

New

Elevation 624

New

Herencia Trabajo
Chardonnay 2019
#88555 | $96 $88/2 $80 / 3

Malbec
#88570 | $88

$80/3

$72/5

Elevation Malbec is an expression of the fruit and terrior at 624
meters above sea level where you can find the vineyards of Finca
Lopez Noceti. The wine expresses deep color and levels of fruit and
rounded oak that you can only experience from Argentina and our
award-winning winemakers.

Yellow colored with greenish hues in appearance. It uncovers
white and tropical fruit aromas like pineapple, pear and peach.
Citric flavors that bring freshness appear in mouth without
overshadowing the elegance and volume of Chardonnay.

Cabernet Sauvignon 2019
#88565 | $96 $88/2 $80 / 3

Cabernet Sauvignon
#88575 | $78
Elevation Cabernet is an expression of the fruit and terrior at 624
meters above sea level where you find the vineyards of Finca Lopez
Noceti. The wine expresses true characters of classical Cabernet
with the addition of more fruit forwardness that have made
Cabernets by our winemakers known throughout the world.

Bright garnet colored. It displays an intense bouquet made up of
ripe black fruits, spices like pepper and licorice complemented by
vanilla notes that come out during the aging process. It offers up a
juicy , elegant mouth with fruity and herbal flavors.

Malbec 2019
#88550 | $96 $88/2 $80 / 3
Garnet colored with purple hues, it has a very expressive nose
with red fruit notes and vanilla that comes out during the aging
process. Fine entrance with velvety tannins on the palate that
leads to a very pleasant fruity finish.

Tintas 2019
#88560 | $96 $88/2 $80 / 3
Soft and bright ruby color. It offers fresh and fruity aromas,
standing out strawberry, cherry and raspberry. On the palate it is
vibrant and juicy, but also very silky and elegant.

AUSTRALIA
Nagambie Lakes

Barossa

Tahbilk

Lambert Estates

Marsanne Museum Release 2010

Shiraz “Mustang Sally” 2017

#67153 | $72

#88765 | $120

Gleaming green-gold; a lovely wine, with the best bits
of youth and incipient maturity added to its mix of
honeysuckle and perfectly balanced citrussy acidity.
95 points - James Halliday
91 points - Robert Parker

This wine is no shrinking violet or precious princess. It’s
adventurous, energetic and bound to keep you wanting
to experience more.
88 points - Wine Spectator

Red Blend “Black Sheep” 2017

*CLOSEOUT*

#88770 | $120
When you cross swords with a Black Sheep you
never know what you’re in for. You’ll find this wine
surprisingly lively, despite its dark nature.

Barossa

Lambert Estates

Cabernet “Thorouhbred” 2017

“The Chocolatier”

#88775 | $200

#88780 | $160

It’s all in the lineage. A meticulous selection of a
vineyard site cultivated with our choice of an elite vine
stock with specific clonal traits. It has taken years of
training and refinement of these elements to create the
spirit and boldness that embodies the performance of a
true Thoroughbred.

The Lambert Estate Chocolatier pairs an aged tawny
with dark chocolate to craft a unique balance of flavors.
Whether you choose to drink it plain, pour it over fruit
or ice cream, or create you own signature dish, it is
always a favourite.

90 points - Wine Spectator

not responsible for typographical errors

•

for distribution information, contact Grapes & Greens

2711 Sound Avenue, Calverton, NY | (631) 737-3300 | grapesandgreens.com
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